Segmental contributions to total body momentum in sit-to-stand.
In a previous investigation, we reported that the maximum linear momentum of the body center of mass (CM) during a sit-to-stand task showed a relative invariance in the horizontal vs the vertical direction of motion as the speed of ascent increased from natural to fast. The present study investigated the segmental origin of this directionally specific difference by examining the linear momentum of the shank, thigh, and head-arm-trunk segments for ten healthy young adults at slow, natural, and fast self-selected speeds. Findings indicated that the head-arm-trunk was the major contributor to the horizontal maximum linear momentum of the CM and accounted for the relative invariance in its magnitude. In contrast, the thigh was the major contributor to the vertical maximum linear momentum of the CM and was responsible for the progressive increase in its magnitude across the range of speeds. Moreover, the compatibility between the motions of the head-arm-trunk and of the shank in their general profile and peak magnitudes further suggested that a simplifying strategy may have been employed to reduce the overall number of degrees of freedom associated with the sit-to-stand movement.